Object-sensitive activity reflects earlier perceptual and later cognitive processing of visual objects between 95 and 500ms.
Object-sensitive areas have been defined using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but the time course of this cortical activation is largely unknown. In a high-density, event-related brain potential (ERP) version of a prior fMRI study of object-sensitive areas, people categorized intact grayscale pictures of known objects and discriminated them from scrambled versions created by randomizing the phases of the spatial frequency spectrum; no object or parts can be discerned in scrambled versions. Both indirect functional and direct anatomical approaches were taken to integrate ERP and fMRI results. The two-state interactive account of visual object cognition predicts object-sensitivity (intact vs. scrambled) both before and after 200ms during early and later ERPs that index processes in posterior cortex critical to visual object perception and cognition. As predicted, findings from 57 participants revealed early object-sensitive activation during the P100 (95-140ms) and VPP/N170 (145-175ms), reflecting figure-ground segregation. After 200ms, activity was object-sensitive during the frontocentral N3 complex (200-500ms) implicated in cognitive decisions about visual objects, as well as a right occipitotemporal P200 (200-300ms) implicated in perceptual grouping. All effects localized to extrastriate occipitotemporal cortex. Altogether, the findings demonstrate the time course of object-sensitive activity, which is in cortical regions defined using fMRI, and indicate that processes of figure-ground segregation (95-175ms or longer), perceptual grouping (200-300ms), and object model selection for a cognitive decision (200-530ms) are achieved more for intact known objects than uncategorizable, phase scrambled versions.